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1. **Map User Interface**

Access City of Arcata Parcel Finder

https://gis01.cityofarcata.org/web/COA_Parcel_finder/
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2. Basic Navigation

Zooming can be controlled several ways. Using the zoom “+/-” tools in the upper left hand corner or by scrolling the mouse wheel up or down. To return to the initial extent use the Home button. Map navigation is accomplished by using the following mouse or keyboard controls:

- Click and drag to PAN
- SHIFT + Click to Recenter
- SHIFT + Drag to ZOOM IN
- SHIFT + CTRL + Drag to ZOOM OUT
- Mouse Scroll Forward to ZOOM IN
- Mouse Scroll Backward to ZOOM OUT
- Use “Arrow keys” or “Click and Drag” to PAN
- + key to zoom in a level
- - key to zoom out a level
- Double Click to Center and Zoom in

3. Layer List Control

The Layer list controls what layers are displayed on the map. Each layer can be expanded to show the symbology or legend element. Within the layer control you can also Disable/Enable Pop ups. If a layer is greyed-out and not selectable that means that layer is not available at that scale level. Zoom in till layer becomes become selectable.
4. How to search for City of Arcata parcel (Desktop Computer)

Method #1 - Enter Parcel Assessor Parcel Number (APN) or Address in search window

*Format for Assessor Parcel Number is 503-202-004. You can also do partial search like 503-202.*

*Format for address search is 500 7th St. (Please abbreviate Street type, ie “St” instead of “Street”. Click the “Search Button” or hit enter on keyboard.*

*When a search locates a address or APN, the map zooms to the search critia and populates a popup box with parcel attributes and hyperlinks.*

Link #1: City of Arcata Property Report  
Link #2: Humboldt County Assessor Parcel Map  
Link #3: Google maps

Method #2 - Browse parcel attributes by clicking desired parcel

*This is good method if you don’t know the parcel address or APN. Zoom in to the desired area and click on a parcel or site address point to view the parcel attributes and links.*
How to search for City of Arcata parcel (Mobile Device)

*Tools and methods are the same as the desktop version but with one additional step to view the popup.*

**Example: Iphone 6s**

1 – Add Address or APN
2 – Tap to see popup
3 – Tap to see links

*Popup Results*